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Assessment of a Dual-Wavelength
Compensation Technique for Displacement
Sensors Using Plastic Optical Fibers
Alberto Vallan, Member, IEEE, Maria Luisa Casalicchio, Massimo Olivero and Guido Perrone Member,
IEEE

I. I NTRODUCTION

Abstract—The paper analyzes the performance of a dualwavelength technique devised to compensate power fluctuations in intensity-modulated plastic optical fiber sensors,
which were specifically conceived for the measurement of
displacements in industrial and civil applications. These
sensors retrieve the displacement from the variation of

Fiber Optic Sensors (FOS) are finding increasing use
in structural health monitoring [1] and in industrial applications [2] because of their well known advantages, such

the attenuation along the light path and use two signals

as immunity to electromagnetic interferences, minimum

at different wavelengths to compensate for the effects of

invasive impact, intrinsic fire safety, possibility of being

parasitic quantities, such as temperature and strains along

embedded into the material, etc.

the fiber. The theoretical behavior of the compensation
technique is presented and the results of experiments carried out with different combinations of signal wavelengths

Different working principles have been exploited to
relate one of the characteristic of light propagating along

and plastic fibers are reported. The experimental setup has

a fiber (intensity, phase, frequency, polarization) with the

proved that, by proper choice of the compensation signal

quantity under measurement. Among these, intensity-

wavelength, it is possible to monitor displacements in the

modulated sensors (also known as intensiometric sen-

range (0 to 10) mm, even for low received power and under
severe perturbation conditions, thus significantly improving

sors) represent the most straightforward and basic type
of FOS [3]-[4], since intensity variations are the easiest

the long-term stability of the sensors.

to measure.
Index Terms—Optical Fibers, Plastic Optical Fibers
(POF), Optical Fiber Sensors, Displacement Measurement.

In the past, fiber sensors were considered a sort of
secondary market for devices originally developed for
the telecommunication industry and therefore they were
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several research groups have pioneered the development
of sensors based on Plastic Optical Fibers (POF), a
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type of fiber characterized by quite large core (typically

disturbances.

0.25 mm to 1 mm) and high numerical aperture (≈ 0.5).

This dual wavelength approach as a compensation

With these characteristics, POF are particularly suitable

technique for intensity-based optical fiber sensors was

for the realization of intensiometric displacement sensors

presented in a comprehensive paper by G. Murtaza et al.

because they enable a tenfold increase of the measure-

in 1995 [10], though former studies date back to 1984. In

ment range with respect to their glass fiber based equiv-

[10] the authors analyzed a number of sensor configura-

alents, reaching up to tens of millimeters. Moreover, a

tions exploiting the dual wavelength technique, focusing

large core diameter also represents a benefit in terms of

on the thermal behavior of the sources and relying on

roughness, dust tolerance, and ease of installation.

lab-arranged setup. In [9] we demonstrated the feasibility

Relying on POF technology, the authors have already

of this dual wavelength compensation technique with

developed a low-cost monitoring system using intensity-

POF-based intensiometric sensors; however, to the best

modulated sensors to monitor mechanical quantities,

of our knowledge, a turnkey sensing system relying on

such as vibrations and displacements, for industrial [5]

POF sensors with this type of compensation technique

and structural [6] applications.

has never been investigated to assess its behavior in

The main drawback of intensity-modulated sensors,

realistic working conditions.

however, is their large sensitivity to external perturba-

In this paper, after a summary of the classical in-

tions (e.g. temperature, micro-bending and mechanical

tensiometric displacement sensor working principle and

stress in general), which result in variation of the re-

of the effects occurring in long-term measurements, we

ceived signal indistinguishable from that produced by ac-

describe the proposed compensation technique from a

tual modification of the displacement. A certain number

theoretical point of view to evaluate the sensor expected

of schemes have been studied to compensate these power

performance; then, we report on the experimental as-

fluctuations in POF sensors [7], including the usage

sessments carried out with different combinations of

of dummy sensors [8], whose displacement readings

wavelengths and types of plastic fibers under realistic

depend on environmental stimuli (temperature, humid-

operating conditions.

ity) only. In particular, the dummy sensor technique
helps in lowering the sensitivity to temperature down

II. T HE SENSOR WORKING PRINCIPLE AND

to acceptable values, but it cannot correct uncertainties

LONG - TERM ISSUES

due to mechanical stress along the fiber since these

The basic sensor architecture, shown in Fig. 1, is

effects are typically dependent on the specific fiber span

made of an optical source OS, a couple of plastic

[9]. However, as shown in [9], higher stability sensors

optical fibers, a reflecting surface (a mirror in Fig. 1)

can be realized by slightly modifying the fiber tip of

acting a movable target, and an optical detector PD. The

a conventional reflection-based intensiometric displace-

displacement is evaluated from the measurement of the

ment sensor, introducing a wavelength-selective element

signal coupled into one of the fibers after free-space

and feeding the system with two signals at different

forward and backward propagation over a distance dM

wavelengths, one used to measure the displacement and

and reflection by the target. The detected optical power

the other to correct the sensor reading for environmental

Pr thus depends on the launched optical power P , on

November 22, 2011
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the optical sensor response R(dM ), and on the loss A

displacement have been added to test the stability over

as:

time. Therefore, a relevant amount of data has been
collected over time, especially in the real cases, since
Pr = P · A · R(dM )

(1)

for these applications measurements have been taken

where R(dM ) is a function of the target distance dM and

for very long periods (years) and compared also with

of the fiber geometrical and optical characteristics [5].

traditional sensors (such as LVDT) placed nearby.

As discussed in [9], this sensor presents two working
ranges separated by the response peak: in the leftmost
region the sensitivity is highest but the usable working
range is severely limited, and vice-versa for rightmost
region. Sensors for monitoring small vibrations (like
those often used in industrial applications) can exploit
the first range, whereas for applications that require a
larger working range (like in structural health monitoring) the sensor should be designed to operate in the

The obtained results highlighted that sensors as in
Fig. 1 provide satisfactory metrological performance in
the short term (days) only, since in that case the displacement can be measured with a standard uncertainty better
than 10 µm; then their performance decreases in the
medium and long term (months, years) because of optical
power fluctuations related to unpredictable changes in
fiber losses.

rightmost region to have a good trade-off between range
and sensitivity.
The authors have already faced the stability problem
analyzing a compensation technique based on dummy
sensors in previous works [6], [11]; moreover, they have
also developed an hybrid solution that takes advantage
of wireless sensor networks to reduce the fiber span still
ensuring the intrinsically fire safety of the monitoring
Fig. 1. The sensor structure: the optical source lights one of the fibers

system [12]. However, all these techniques do not allow

and the other fiber, coupled to a detector, collects the light reflected

long fiber spans to be employed, thus limiting the

by a mirror.

possibility of using of this types of sensors in many long
term monitoring applications.

The authors have arranged several sensors as in Fig. 1
in the last years. Some of them have been tested only in
the laboratory using computer-controlled precision linear

The compensation technique whose performance are

translation stages and climatic chambers to simulate the

studied in this paper has been developed to overcome

operating environment. Others have been used also in

the problem of the POF loss stability in the long term,

real in-situ cases to monitor the evolution of cracks in

even for long fiber spans, aiming at the realization of an

buildings in the framework of pilot projects devoted

all-POF sensing system for permanent monitoring able

to cultural heritage preservation [8]. Moreover, in all

to counteract the drifts due to fiber aging and to parasitic

the installations dummy sensors forced to have a null

environmental effects.

November 22, 2011
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III. O PTICAL POWER EFFECT REDUCTION BY MEANS
OF A DUAL - WAVELENGTH COMPENSATION

and, in case of constant optical powers P1 and P2 , the
ratio between the Eqn.s 2 becomes:

TECHNIQUE

Pr2
k
=
· R(dM )
Pr1
R(dF )

The sensor structure, modified to implement the proposed compensation technique, is shown in Fig. 2.

(3)

where k/R(dF ) is constant. The result of Eqn. 3 shows
that the sensor response is insensitive to changes in the
fiber attenuation and in the power fluctuations, provided
that their ratio is constant.
Real filters, like the one that will be described in the
next section, are not able to completely reflect the signal
at λ1 and completely transmit the signal at λ2 . Therefore,

Fig. 2. The sensor structure modified to obtain compensation of fiber
losses.

indicating with T1 and T2 the filter transmission coefficients at λ1 and λ2 , respectively, the detected optical

Two light emitting sources having wavelengths λ1 and

powers can be rewritten as follow:

λ2 , respectively, are coupled to the transmitting fiber
and are turned on and off alternately. An optical filter
is placed between the fiber tips and the mirror. The filter

Pr1
Pr2

position dF is maintained constant with respect to the
fiber tips. The filter is chosen to reflect the signal at λ1

[
]
= P1 · A1 · R(dF ) · (1 − T1 ) + R(dM ) · T12
]
[
= P2 · A2 · R(dF ) · (1 − T2 ) + R(dM ) · T22 (4)

The filter is chosen to have a small transmission
coefficient T1 at λ1 , typically below 1%; moreover, the

and to be transparent for the signal at λ2 .
The detected optical signals Pr1 and Pr2 when the

sensor response at dM is smaller than the response dF .
For these reasons the term R(dM )T12 can be neglected

sources OS1 and OS2 are active can be written as :

with respect to R(dF )(1 − T1 ) and the power ratio
Pr1

= P1 · A1 · R(dF ) = k1 · R(dF )

Pr2

= P2 · A2 · R(dM ) = k2 · R(dM )

becomes:
(2)

where P1 and P2 are the source optical powers, A1 and
A2 account for fiber and connectors attenuations at λ1

Pr2
Pr1

[
= k·

]
1 − T2
T22
+
· R(dM ) =
1 − T1
R(dF (1 − T1 ))

= k · [a0 + a1 · R(dM )]

(5)

and λ2 respectively, and R(dF ) and R(dM ) are the sensor

Eqn. 5 describes the compensated sensor response as

responses evaluated at the filter position dF and at the

a function of the mirror distance. The response still de-

mirror position dM . It is well known that the attenuation

pends on R(dM ) as for the sensor without compensation

of the plastic fibers is wavelength dependent [13], hence

(see Eqn. 1), but the presence of a real filter introduces

A1 is different from A2 . As a first approximation, and

a constant term k · a0 due to a small amount of the

for certain wavelengths, aging and temperature produce

measurement signal (λ2 ) that is partially reflected by

a wavelength-independent change of the fiber attenuation

the filter and that perturbs the signal reflected by the

November 22, 2011
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mirror. At large distances, this unwanted signal becomes

filter transition band. Since the filter provides the best

prevalent thus reducing the sensor range, as will be

separation when used with the red and the blue LED

experimentally shown in the next section.

emissions, these are the two wavelengths that have been
employed in the sensor implementation.

IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. The experimental setup
To test the effectiveness of the proposed compensation
technique, a displacement sensor has been arranged as
shown in Fig. 3.
A multi-color LED is employed to generate optical
signals having three different wavelengths: 625 nm (red),
525 nm (green) and 465 nm (blue). Even though the
red signal is not the best choice when standard POF are
employed [13], this multi-color LED has the advantage

Fig. 4.

The optical response of the dichroic filter (produced by

Thorlabs) employed in the setup and the LED spectra.

of allowing removing the coupler of Fig. 2 and thus
providing better stability, since it is well known that

A second linear stage is employed to move the mirror

multimode POF couplers have typically poor directivity.

in order to characterize the sensor response to displace-

The LED is driven at constant current and an electronic

ment. This stage embeds a motorized actuator that is

switch is employed to turn on/off the different optical

controlled by means of a Personal Computer (PC). The

sources. The optical signals are modulated sinusoidally

PC sets the mirror distance d from the filter, acquires

at low frequency (about 1 kHz) to improve the noise

the detected signal and controls the switch used to

rejection through a synchronous detection. Two step-

select the LED emission wavelength. Fig. 5 shows the

index PMMA plastic optical fibers having about 1 mm

optical section of the experimental setup. The optical

core diameter are coupled to the LED and to the pho-

signals at the two filter sides are shown in Fig. 6: the

todetector (PD), respectively. The PD output is amplified

transmitted blue light intensity is greater than the red

with a transimpedance amplifier and the signals are

one, as expected.

measured by a general purpose acquisition board and
a synchronous detection algorithm. The fiber bundle

B. Effects of the filter position and sensor range

is fixed on a manual precision translation stage and

The filter position affects the amplitude of the com-

positioned in front of a 2 mm-thick dichroic filter (d0 ),

pensation signal since this is almost completely reflected

whose optical response is shown in Fig. 4. The figure

by the filter. In order to maximize the signal amplitude,

also shows the LED spectra as measured before the tests

and therefore minimize its uncertainty, the filter can

using a high resolution CCD-based spectrometer. It is

be located at the optical peak that, in our setup, is at

possible to see that the filter transmittance at 465 nm

about 1 mm from the fiber tips. This choice also allows

(blue light) is T2 ≃ 90% and at 625 nm (red light) is

minimizing the sensitivity of the reference signal with

T1 < 1% , whereas the green light is located at the

the filter position, that may change because of thermal

November 22, 2011
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Fig. 3.

The realized setup to test the effectiveness of the technique to compensate power fluctuations in displacement sensors.

Fig. 5.

Photograph of the optical part of the experimental setup.

Fig. 7. Sensor optical response with and without compensation filter.

working range is determined by the filter position and
thickness, whereas the upper end is limited by the conditioning circuit noise. As an example, in our setup, the
sensor response computed using Eqn. 5 has the behavior
Fig. 6.

Photograph of the optical red and blue signals: transmitted

(top) and reflected (bottom).

shown in Fig. 7. The response is drawn from about
3 mm, taking into account the filter position dF =0.5 mm,
the d0 =2 mm filter thickness and about 0.5 mm of
clearance between the filter and the mirror. The response,

and mechanical stability issues. However, in our setup,

decreasing as expected, presents a non zero horizontal

the filter has been positioned at a shorter distance (about

asymptote because of the offset in Eqn. 5. This offset

0.5 mm) in order to enlarge the mirror excursion and thus

limits the usable range because it increases the effect of

the sensor working range. Indeed, the lower end of the

noise on the measured distance by reducing the response

November 22, 2011
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the range (0 to 10) mm by changing the mirror to filter
distance d in 50 µm steps.
At each step the red and blue lights have been turned
on/off alternatively and the corresponding detected signals measured by means of the acquisition board. The
distance dF between the fiber tips and the filter has
been kept constant so the red signal, which is almost
completely reflected by the filter, has an almost constant
amplitude and can be employed as the compensating
signal. The blue signal, instead, is almost completely
transmitted by the dichroic filter and so it is used to
Fig. 8.

Effect of the measurement noise on the distance standard

uncertainty.

retrieve the distance d.
Three tests have been carried out at different optical
power levels (namely test#1: 100%, test#2: 75% and

slope for increasing distance. As a comparison the figure

test#3: 50% in Fig.s 9, 10, 11), emulating a severe

shows the response of the same sensor without the

change in fiber propagation loss affecting both signals.

filter (i.e. without compensation), evidencing the wider

Fig. 9 reports the red signal amplitudes as measured

operating range of the uncompensated sensor because

during the tests; the signals are proportional to the optical

its response goes to zero asymptotically. Noise effects

power and are constant during each test, regardless of the

have been evaluated on the measured distance using

mirror distance.

the sensor optical models and estimating that the noise

The blue signal amplitudes are shown in Fig. 10. The

amplitude is about 0.1% of the detected signal range. The

three signals are still proportional to the optical power,

corresponding distance uncertainties are shown in Fig. 8

but they decrease with distance, since the sensors are

for the sensor with and without compensation. In both

working in the rightmost part of the characteristics.

sensors the uncertainty increases with distance and the

The ratio between the blue and red signals is reported

sensor with the filter exhibits a larger value. The figure

in Fig. 11: it can be observed that the curves overlap

also shows the sensor working ranges assuming that the

because the ratio depends on the distance and is not

maximum tolerable uncertainty is 100 µm. The sensor

influenced by the launched power, thus confirming the

without compensation has an operating range that spans

compensation capability of the proposed technique.

from about 1 mm (i.e. the received peak power position),

The metrological performance has been investigated

up to about 9.5 mm, while the compensated sensor only

using test#1 (100% optical power) as a calibration curve

from 3 mm to about 9 mm.

and computing the displacement error that arises when
the sensor is working at a reduced optical power. Fig.

C. Tests at different optical power levels

12 shows, for each displacement, the displacement error

Tests have been carried out in order to assess the

whose behavior is in agreement with the result of Fig. 8.

effectiveness of the proposed compensation technique in

The error remains below 100 µm for displacements up

November 22, 2011
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0
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6
Distance d (mm)
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Fig. 9. Red signal amplitudes measured at three optical power levels

Fig. 10. Blue signal amplitudes measured at three optical power levels

(100%, 75%, 50%) for mirror distance in the range of (0 to 10) mm

(100%, 75%, 50%) for mirror distance in the range of (0 to 10) mm.

3
test#1
test#2
test#3

to 6 mm. As a comparison, if the sensor is employed
without any compensation (that is, only the blue signal

2.5

is considered), the retrieved displacement would be in the
range 0.3 mm to 4.3 mm in the case of detected signal of

The maximum residual error of Fig. 12 is mainly due to

2

0.2 V (see Fig. 10), yielding an error of about ±2 mm.

V /V

1

2

1.5

the slightly wavelength-dependent response of the active
optical components (LED and PD) to temperature as

1

well as to the mechanical setup stability, since the test
was performed over a period of several hours. At large

0.5
0

2

4
6
Distance d (mm)

8

10

displacements, the error is dominated by noise, while
other effects, such as the stability of the fiber losses
at different wavelengths, do not affect significantly the

Fig. 11. The blue/red signal ratio at three optical power levels (100%,
75%, 50%) for mirror distance in the range of (0 to 10) mm.

results.
composition [14] and on the environmental conditions.
D. Thermal tests

Some experimental results [15] have shown a significa-

The previous test has proven the capability of the com-

tive wavelength dependence of the fiber attenuation be-

pensation technique to mitigate optical power changes.

cause of the different phenomena that occur in polymeric

In practical cases, however, optical power instabilities

materials, and such a behavior may corrupt the dual

are mainly due to fiber scattering loss and intrinsic

wavelength compensation since the red and blue signals

attenuation, both strictly dependent on the fiber material

could drift differently. For these reasons the choice of the

November 22, 2011
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250

sensor sensitivity and further reduces the sensor range.
A climatic chamber has been employed to change

Distance error (µm)

200

the fiber temperature (TF in Fig. 13(a)) from 8 ◦ C to
50 ◦ C while the sensor was maintained at a fixed position

150

at ambient temperature (TS , in the same figure). The
detected signals have been recorded and their relative

100

changes are shown in Fig. 13(b) where it is possible to
see that the temperature affects both signal amplitudes

50

of about ± 5%, corresponding to a fiber temperature
0
0

Fig. 12.

2

4
6
Distance d (mm)

8

Distance error evaluated at different power levels.

10

sensitivity of about 0.25%/◦ C. Without compensation,
i.e., considering the green signal only, the reported
signal change corresponds to an apparent displacement
of up to ±1.7 mm since the sensor sensitivity, obtained
experimentally, is of about -3%/ mm. The effect of the

two wavelengths requires a further investigation on the

compensation is shown in Fig. 13(c) where the signal

fiber behavior. Choosing two wavelengths closely spaced

ratio is plotted. The temperature effect is still present

would provide the best results but it is then difficult to

but its effect on the distance measurement is now of

be implemented at a reasonable cost since it requires

about ±0.3 mm only. The figure also shows that the

very selective filters. On the contrary, the wavelengths

implemented system is able to compensate the unwanted

employed in the previous test can be easily separated by

signal drift due to a poor sensor setup, as it can be seen

a low-cost dichroic filter, but their spectral distance may

comparing the red and green signals measured at the

be too large to provide a satisfactory compensation for

beginning and at the end of the test.

some POF exposed to environmental condition changes.
V. C ONCLUSIONS

Therefore, tests have been performed with the available
fibers and sources to find the fiber/sources combination

A compensation system based on a dual-wavelength

that provides good compensation results without requir-

approach to produce a couple of measurement and

ing expensive filters. Among the samples from different

reference signals suitable to be used in a low-cost

manufacturers, a 20 m span of multicore POF having

optical sensor for displacement measurements has been

1 mm diameter has been selected since it has similar

described and deeply analyzed. The sensor is made of

attenuation temperature changes at the red and green

plastic optical fibers faced to a mirror and employs

light. To this aim, the third junction of the LED, whose

an inexpensive interrogation system based on amplitude

peak wavelength is at 525 nm, has been employed as

detection in which the reference and the measurement

the measurement signal, even though it is only partially

signals travel along the same fibers and experience the

transmitted by the available filter, while the red signal

same power fluctuations due to aging and environmental

is still employed as the reference signal. The non ideal

perturbations.

filter transmission coefficient at the green light affects the
November 22, 2011

An optical model of the compensated sensor that takes
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error below 100 µm, error that is mainly due to the
measurement noise, mechanical instabilities and source
thermal effects.
40

T
S
↓

S

F

T , T (°C)

60

(a)

20

Further tests have been performed at a fixed distance
exposing the fiber at different temperatures in order

T →
F

to force a wavelength dependent attenuation change.
5

10

15

20

These tests have shown that the attenuation drift in
the polymers constituting the common types of plastic

10
5

optical fibers depends significantly on the wavelength;

V2→

0

(b)

V
1
↓

measurement and reference signals. Stability tests carried

−10
0

5

10

15

20

out using a multicore POF and green/red LED have
shown a significative reduction of the sensor temperature

10

effects from 0.25%/◦ C to 0.05%/◦ C.

5
(c)

0

Hence, it has been demonstrated that the proposed
compensation technique can be successfully used either

−5

alone or to complement the dummy sensor technique

2

1

V / V (rel. changes,%)

as a consequence, an effective compensation can be
obtained only using a proper wavelength combination for

−5

1

2

V , V (rel. changes,%)

0
0

−10
0

5

10
15
Time (h)

20

previously developed, in order to enhance the long-term
stability of sensor stability against environmental disturbances, such as temperature variation and mechanical

Fig. 13.

Temperature test of a multicore fiber employed to arrange

a compensated sensor. Fiber and sensor temperature (a), measurement

stresses acting on the fibers. Indeed, multi year-long
comparative tests, which are currently in progress in a

and reference signals (b), signal ratio (c). The sensor sensitivity at the
working distance is of about -3%/mm.

prestigious monumental building using a sensor network
deployed over quite a large area, are confirming the
improvement in the long-term sensor stability after ap-

into account the filter effects has been developed and

plication of the proposed dual wavelength compensation

presented. According to the model results, the sensor

approach.

is able to compensate optical power fluctuations that
influence both wavelengths, although the presence of real
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